
Muted collage patterned paper (NRN 
Designs)
White and Purple card
Rounderz Buckles (Junkitz)
Clear embossing powder (All Night 
Media)
Colorbox chalk ink pads (Clearsnap)
‘Flower Power’ Style Stone (Clearsnap)
Jigsaw Alpha (Making Memories)
White acrylic paint (Inscribe)
‘Heidi’ Simply Stated rub-on letters 
(Making Memories)
6 inch length of sheer ribbon
Crucifix charm
Playful alphabet stamps (Hero Arts)
White cotton fabric, ripped into ½ inch 
wide x 11 inches in length (I ripped up an 
old shirt)
Brads (Bazzill Basics)
Fonts: Text on fabric (Stickons Two)
 ‘Faith’ (Miss Brooks)

Text on fabric strips reads:
Optimism is the faith that leads to 
achievement
Nothing can be done without hope or 
confidence

Sand edges of photograph and double 
mount onto purple and white card; mount 
onto background.

From white card and using a rotary cutter 
or sharp blade, cut two wavy strips; ink 
edges and thread on buckles.  Place 
strips vertically onto background, move 
them around – twist and over lap, until 
you are happy with the placement.  
Permanently attach top, bottom and 
somewhere in between, but don’t secure 
it all down or you won’t be able to wrap 
fabric strips around.

Rip ½ inch wide strips of cotton fabric 
(I ripped mine slightly shorter than 
the length of an A4 sheet of paper).  
Computer generate text and print 
onto regular printing paper.  Next, run 
repositionable glue along line of printing 
and attach length of fabric to this. Pass 
through printer again to print on fabric.  
Repeat as necessary for all text.

Twist and knot printed fabric around wavy 
strips of card, and secure one with brads.  
Cut and fray ends of all fabric pieces.  

Twist another length of fabric around bottom 
of one of the wavy card strips; secure with 
brads.  Stamp name and date.

Attach a crucifix charm (or necklace) to a 
length of ribbon and knot ribbon around card strip at the centre.  I 
used Diamond Glaze to hold the crucifix in place.

Title:
Paint jigsaw lettering with white acrylic paint.  When completely dry, 
highlight edges by dabbing with ink pads.

Apply ink to raised surfaces of the Style Stone and while still wet, 
coat with clear embossing powder and heat set.  The Style Stone 
will represent the letter ‘O’.

Glue title to page, attaching Style Stone 
with a raised glue dot.

Computer generate ‘Faith’ in Wordart 
– using the ‘outline’ option; change text to a 
lighter colour.  Print out mirror image (or ‘flip 
text horizontal’) and print onto white card.  
(Changing text to a pale colour will ensure 
that the printing outlines will only be visible 
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on the wrong side).  Hand-cut title (a sharp blade 
and glass cutting mat make this process a whole lot 
easier).  Glue title to bottom of photograph.

Apply rub-on lettering for remainder of title.


